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25 August 2020 
 

Agriculture (Retained EU Law and Data) (Scotland) Bill 
 
Dear Convener, 
 

I refer to my letter of 12 August.  This letter provides additional information in relation to Stage 
3 amendments lodged which, if agreed to, will amend the procedure for making subordinate 
legislation. 
 
Section 2(1) – Power to simplify or improve CAP legislation 

Section 5(1) – Power to modify CAP legislation on public intervention and private storage 
aid 

Section 6(1) – Power to simplify or improve CAP legislation on aid for fruit and vegetable 
producer organisations 

 

Amendments have been lodged in the name of Willie Rennie relating to the existing powers in 
sections 2(1), 5(1) and 6(1) of the Bill.  These amendments would allow Scottish Ministers to 
decide whether any particular statutory instrument is to be subject to negative proceure or to 
affirmative procedure (an ‘either way’ power).  
 
I understand that this amendment has been lodged in response to the DPLR Committee and 
REC Committee Stage 1 reports, recognising the negative procedure may be appropriate 
where changes are of ‘housekeeping’ nature, but for more significant changes the affirmative 
procedure is better. 
 
I intend to support these amendments at Stage 3, taking into consideration the views 
expressed by the DPLR committee in particular in its Stage 1 report, and stakeholders’ 
concerns in relation to scruitiny of changes made under these sections of the Bill.   
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Section 10(1) – Carcass classification (amended power) 
 

Amendments have been lodged in my name in relation to section 10(1) of the Bill. During 
Stage 2, I intimated in response to an amendment laid by John Finnie that there was a case 
for affirmative procedure for regulations made under this section to be used and that I would 
bring forward amendments at Stage 3.  These amendments are similar to those made at Stage 
2 for section 8 (marketing standards) and change the procedure from negative to affirmative 
with a further technical amendment, consequential to the changing to affirmative, adapting the 
consultation requirement. 
 
While your Committee was content, in your Stage 1 report, with negative procedure for 
regulations under section 10, in light of the change to the procedure for section 8 and 
amendments proposed for Stage 2, I think it is better that the procedures for the two sections 
are aligned. 
 
I want to thank the committee for its helpful views and engagement throughout this bill process, 
which I and my offiicials have considered carefully and responded to, as above.  
 

Yours sincerely, 

 
FERGUS EWING 
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